DualShock 4 CHU-ZCT2U Disassembly

teardown of ps4 controller

Written By: Mintyboi 88
TOOLS:
- Phillips #00 Screwdriver (1)
- Spudger (1)
- Tweezers (1)
Step 1 — remove the 4 rear screws

- The screws are all the same in the controller

Step 2 — use the spudger to get in the plastic seam around the controller

- use a plastic spudger to not scratch the plastic
Step 3 — Open the 2 halves

- be careful for the ribbon wire holding the 2 halves together
- The plastic for the lightbar will look different than mine its kinda fragile and it broke

Step 4 — Remove the battery and the screw underneath it

- Insert wisdom here.
Step 5 — remove the ribbon cable carefully for the touchpad

- Insert wisdom here.

Step 6 — remove the board

- Insert wisdom here.
Step 7 — you are done

To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order. If there are any issues tell me as this is my first guide.